
Dock application and designs for 

Lot 11 at Pebble Beach, The Cape on Bowen,

Bowen Island, BC

The documents presented are scaled and sized for comparison.

They demonstrate that the new dock design places the dock over 

eelgrass beds identified in the professional dive survey. This would be

in contravention of the Bowen Island Municipality’s bylaws.

They also show that the proposed dock substantially impedes boat 

access to Pebble Beach and mars the view westward from the beach.



Pebble Beach





Water lease application to Province of BC

covering 1.8 acres - floating breakwaters were not allowed.



Professional dive survey

indicates location of eelgrass, kelp beds, and other marine life.



Engineers have designed a dock 110m (over 360 ft) long



Engineer’s drawing (Revision 8) 

showing location of dock



Note that drawings do not show anchor chains or locations 

of concrete blocks on the sea-bed.

As the wind, waves and tide move the dock’s float,

the chains cause scouring and destroy all marine vegetation 

on the sea-bed.

The chains are likely to lie well within surveyed and 

unsurveyed eel-grass beds.



Likely anchor points and chains – shown in yellow.

Float requires moorage to two-tonne concrete blocks via heavy chains

- these have been left off the dock design.



Dive survey laid over new dock drawing
by matching sizes of the scale bar and aligning the high water line and the property boundaries, 

on each map, as closely as possible



Designed dock and likely mooring chains for float 

superimposed on dive survey

- Note how chains lie across eelgrass beds.



Revision 8 drawing indicate eelgrass (green outline)

overlaid on original dive survey.

- but, note how the green line drawn by the engineers

is inconsistent with the areas indicated as “Eel” on dive survey.



Let’s take a closer look … dive survey eelgrass is highlighted in yellow.

We believe that the green outline indicating eelgrass omits much

of the eelgrass bed as indicated on the dive survey. 



The engineering drawings conveniently suggests that the float 

is out beyond the eelgrass beds.

The dive survey indicates otherwise.

If the eelgrass was threatened the dock could not legally be built.



Wharf is more than 100 feet longer than originally proposed, and what was 

commented on, in the required public consultation. Float is slightly smaller. 

Overall there is a huge increase in the total length of the dock.



Dock at Lot 11 entirely spoils 

Pebble Beach for walkers, 

swimmers, kayakers, and 

those wanting to enjoy the 

view.



For further information:

Peter Williamson

604.947.0882 

peterwilliamson@shaw.ca

or 

Melissa Harrison

604.947.2760

lissaharrison@gmail.com



This dock should not be allowed.

• It contravenes our Land-Use Bylaw concerning the protection of 

eelgrass.

• The public consultation was for a dock 100 feet shorter

• It ruins a beautiful beach for the benefit of one private user.

• Docks in this area cannot even operate safely because of the 

wind and wave action, not to mention the winter storms.

• The float has to be removed in winter, so it is only of use for a 

few months of the year.

• The Bowen Island Municipality failed to stop it.

• The Province failed to stop it.

• Federal Government was not even interested.

But we can stop it.



DEMAND ACTION NOW


